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PLUM RESERVE MAP MSRP
Plum 01- 1 860001597486 Any two bottles, served one perfect glass at a 

time. Plum is the first appliance that automatically 
identifies, chills, preserves, and serves your wine.

 C$3,699 C$3,899

PLUM CLEANING KIT MAP MSRP
Plum- CK - 01 860001597417 The Plum Cleaning Kit comes with a 1 year supply of 

cleaning packets and bottle caps to keep your Plum 
running smoothly.

C$59 C$79  

PLUM TANK & HANDLE KIT MAP MSRP
Plum - ARKIT-01 860001597431 Plum's exclusive argon replacement canisters power 

your Plum to preserve up to 150 bottles of wine, 
keeping every glass perfectly preserved. 

C$99 C$139  

BUILT-IN TRIM KIT MAP MSRP
PLUM 24 PLUM 24 PLUM Trim Kit -Seamlessly buid your Plum wine 

dispenser into your wall cabinet.  Designed to simply 
Build-in the PLUM countertop wine dispenser with a 
clean elegant look.

C$1399 C$1499  

STAINLESS ACCENT KIT MAP MSRP
PLUM 24-SS PLUM 24-SS To help PLUM blend into your stainless steel kitchen, 

the Stainless trim fits easily and adhears onto the 
PLUM 24 Trim Kit

C$149 C$199 

PLUM NEEDLE KIT MAP MSRP
Plum - NDL - 01 860001597424 Designed for everyday use, Plum’s patented dou-

ble-cored needle automatically pierces through the 
foil and closure, simultaneously extracting wine from 
the bottle and injecting argon gas to prevent oxida-
tion.  Plum's needles are rated to last 300 bottles, 
so average users should only need to change the 
needle every few years.

C$99 C$139 

“Luwa is excited to partner with the
innovative team at Plum. They 
have crafted a new leader in wine 
preservation and design by considering 
every detail of how their product looks, 
performs and feels as a revolutionary 
luxury line.

We are fortunate to distribute quality
Plum products throughout Canada and 
the Northwestern United States.

Like Luwa, Plum is a unique luxury 
brand with the attention to detail one
expects from a world class brand.” 

Luwa Luxury Products is a family 
owned company headquartered 
in the heart of the Pacific  
Northwest. 
 
We can make your visions come 
to life with the brands that 
deliver the best performance for 
your lifestyle and the highest 
level of service for your needs.

To learn more about us and be 
inspired, visit LuwaLuxury.com

   800.205.6450

   orders@luwaluxury.com
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